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Objectives

Compare and contrast effective ways to set 

the stage for learning.

Analyze student engagement and its 

importance to learning.

Experience activities that will engage 

students using a variety of concepts.



Teams

Leader

Supplies



Admit-Opening

What was your first 

job…  

that gave you a real

paycheck



Setting the Stage



It’s all about engagement:

Behavioral intensity and emotional quality of 

a student’s active involvement in a learning 

activity. (Jang, Reeve & Deci 2010)

Psychological connections within the 

academic environment…in addition to active 

student behavior (Furlong & Christenson, 

2008)



It’s all about engagement:

2 key elements:

Emotional connection

Active behavior



It’s all about engagement:

Styles:

Academic

Behavioral

Cognitive

Emotional



Physiology of Memory



Physiology of Memory



Physiology of Memory



Physiology of Memory



Physiology of Memory



Physiology of Memory



Physiology of Memory



Scan Lesson for “Vital Signs”

Knowledge base

Thoughtful needs 

assessment

Hands on skills

Attitudes



Scan Lesson for “Vital Signs”

Body of support

Grounded content

Balanced



Needs CPR?

Continuous

Program

Revitalization



What do you teach that needs CPR?



Admit-Opening

Lower learner 

anxiety and set the 

stage for

effective learning.



Opening

Teams

Find a coin/memory?



Topic search



Admit

First motorized vehicle 

memory



Wet Frog by Ruth Smilie



W is for Wheezing. Listening with a stethoscope, high 

pitched musical sounds indicate a narrowing of the 

airways.

E is for Effort. Head bobbing respirations, or visible 

contraction of the sternocleidomatoid muscles with 

inward movement of the supraclavicular fossae

during inspiration indicate distress.

T is for Tachypnea. Respiratory rate (counted for a full 

minute) over 60bpm for newborn to 2 month old--

over 40bpm for 2 months to a year.



F is for Flaring. Nasal flaring is a widening of the external 

portion of the nose(nares) which increases airway size

R is for Retractions. A dramatically visible sign of respiratory 

distress, the pliable, compliant rib cage in neonates and 

infants allows the chest to pull in with increasing respiratory 

effort.

O is for Oxygenation. Color is the best indicator of oxy-

genation. A bluish discoloration of the tongue and mucus 

membranes indicates a decline in oxygenation. (The hands 

and feet of infants are likely to show color change that are 

not indicative of low oxygenation)

G is for Grunting. Grunting on expiration is usually a melodic, 

throaty sound. Grunting can be heard without a stethoscope. 

Parents sometimes notice the baby ‘talking’ with each 

breath.



Demonstrate Listening

Best vacation

10 item list

Assessment



Does your lesson need an opening ?



Defibrillate-Energize

Resuscitate and 

rejuvenate your 

learner’s active 

attention and 

memory.



Defibrillate-Energize

A baby bull is stuck in a 

fence.  To which 

parent is it most likely 

to go to to get out of 

the fence?

Mama Bull

Papa Bull



Defibrillate-Energize

1-20 count off



ALPHABET Hand Jive

A   B   C   D   E   F   G   H   I

R   L    L   B   R   B   R   L  B

J   K   L   M   N   O   P   Q   R

B   L   L   B   R    B   B   L   B

S   T   U   V   W   X   Y   Z   

R   L   R   L   B    B    L   L



The 12 Cranial Nerves and 

TheFamous Coffee House

When you walk in, you……

I. Smell the coffee aroma (olfactory)

II. Read the order menu about 20 feet away (optic), then 
your

III. Pupils constrict as you look at items, such as the 
muffins, closer (oculomotor)

IV. You look up at sales person and down at your money as 
you pay (Trochlear)

By Dana Bush, RN, MN



V. You clench your teeth & touch your face when they 
called your drink (trigeminal)

VI. You look side-to-side to see if anyone else had ordered 
the same drink (abducens)

VII. You smile because you realize this IS your drink 
(facial), then

VIII. You hear someone say “You can sit here, we are 
leaving.” (Auditory). As you sit

By Dana Bush, RN, MN

The 12 Cranial Nerves and 

TheFamous Coffee House



IX.You taste the sweet whipped cream on top of your drink. 
(glossopharyngeal)

X. You say “Ahhh this is good!” (Vagus)

XI. You look at the person next to you because they heard 
you and then you shrug your shoulders (Spinal accessory)

XII. When they look away, you stick out your tongue at 
them. (hypoglossal)

By Dana Bush, RN, MN

The 12 Cranial Nerves and 

TheFamous Coffee House



Defibrillate-Energize

Line up



Does your lesson need an energizer ?



Rounds-Stealth Reviews

Create an 

opportunity to 

revisit content 

through “sneaky” 

review.



Rounds-Stealth Reviews

Question and 
answer lines



Rounds-Stealth Reviews

Book Ball



Rounds-Stealth Reviews

Flip Chart Racing



Engagement: Live or Virtual

*Hey, Hey…PURE PEPSI



Cheer:    Hey, Hey

P

U

R

E

P

E

P

S

I



Cheer:    Hey, Hey

Position

Urination

Relaxation

Environment

Praise

Encourage

Perspective

Support

Inspiration





Does your lesson need a review ?



Case Review-Formative 

Evaluation

Reflect on learning 
by obtaining 
valuable 
feedback related 
to content.



Case Review-Formative 

Evaluation

3 sided tent



Case Review-Formative 

Evaluation

Deer in the 

headlights



Case Review-Formative 

Evaluation

Green, red, yellow 

cups



Case Review-Formative 

Evaluation

Stop/Start/Continue



Does your lesson need a midway 

evaluation ?



Discharge-Closing

Experience these 

ending 

celebrations that 

make a final 

important point.



OPPORTUNITY



OPPORTUNITY

IS



OPPORTUNITY

IS

NOWHERE



Discharge-Closing

Hop, hop, hop



Discharge-Closing

Ant-agrams













Does your lesson need a closing?



Project

Patient

Treatments

Examples



Prescription for Health

Program

Diagnosis

Treatment

On Date/Signed



Text question: 504-914-1400 

One idea you currently use you are 

willing to share ?



Prizes- Life Savers!



Thank you!

www.Micheledeck.com 504-914-1400
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